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Otte Oil and Propane

Conventions
 M-PACT (#821)
Indianapolis (April 18-20, 2017)
 NPGA Southeast Expo (#1125)
Nashville (April 21-23, 2017)
 Western Propane Convention
Reno (May 17-19, 2017)
 AREE Eastern Expo
Hershey, PA (May 21-25, 2017)
 Cenex Buyers Fair
Minneapolis (June 13-14, 2017)

Webinars
 ‘General Balancing Tips’
March 16, 2017 (10 AM/3 PM)

Time-Saving Tips!

Otte Oil & Propane is located in Davey,
Nebraska, just north of Lincoln, and became a
Valued K & K Partner last fall. In business for over
43 years, owner John Otte founded the company back in 1973.
John is now semi-retired, but likes to keep his hand in the business. When John comes into
the office, he is usually not alone. Since every office needs a cute mascot, John’s
Australian Shephard, Sky, usually accompanies him.
Taking after their father, Jake Otte and Jessica (Otte) Korthanke now play
active roles in the business, leading the company both in the field and the
office. Since its inception, Otte Oil & Propane has grown to 14 employees,
serves 40 counties and has more than 2,000 customers. In addition to delivering
2.5 million gallons of propane a year, they have a vibrant cylinder business, with more
than 125,000 cylinder exchanges annually.

They recently diversified into propane Autogas and now have
four stations in nearby Lincoln and a new one in Columbus, NE.
In addition to implementing the new station, the Otte team is
continuously trying to educate their customers and the community about the benefits of Autogas and dispel any safety myths.
Everyone at Otte is looking forward to growth in all areas of the
company and very excited about what the future will bring.

 Be sure to closely watch Budget
customer’s A/R credit balances

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,
As always, we are busy upgrading
our software to be sure you never
‘leave any money on the table.’
With our emphasis on a complete
energy-management solution, we
have added ‘Enterprise’ to EnergyForce. Our Suite of Products is
now Energy-Force Enterprise.
Be sure to stop by and say ‘hello’
to me and my team at the conventions and trade shows this year.
Thanks for being a K & K Partner!

Karla
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Contract Gas Reports
Be sure you always know the exact amount of contract gallons (and dollars) remaining for your contract
customers, especially when this is typically the end of the contract season. Here are some tips:



Run multiple reports for a specific bill/delivery type and for auto-fill customers



Review how many gallons (and dollars) are remaining for each customer



May want to run routes to deliver to customers with gallons remaining to extinguish their contract



Use to determine how many gallons you may need to order for the next contract season



Monitor your Accounts Receivable balances closely (in conjunction with your Budget customers)



Export easily to an Excel sheet for further analysis and graphical representations

Screen shot to run Contract Reports

“General Balancing Tips”
Thursday, March 16, 2017
10:00 A.M. and 3:00 P.M.





Journal Balancing
Balancing trip report to journals
Bulk truck delivery report
Exception reports for trip reports

Report showing gallons and dollars contracted

Training at K & K Lab

Training ‘In-the-Field’

We are currently planning many training and refresher sessions at
the training lab at our headquarters in Avon, IN and also at many
locations across the country, or ‘In-the-Field’ (as we did in 2015).

 Any training sessions or webinars you would like us to consider?
Simply contact Chris anytime at cspurgeon@kkcomp.com
or (800) 783-6560, ext. 290 with your suggestions!
Please note, we will not be holding our annual
Optimizer Plus Workshop this year. Be sure to look
for the 2018 Optimizer Plus workshop next March!
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